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Artists
� The touring show of neons
and light-rooms currently at
Miami’s Museum of
Contemporary Art (until 7
January 2007) only explores one
aspect of Nauman’s pioneering
career, but is nevertheless a
rewarding and occasionally
hilarious experience. 

Spanning his first body-relat-
ed and text-based light pieces
from the 1960s through to his
strip-lit environments and nar-
row corridor pieces, the show
culminates with Nauman’s most
ambitious neon, One Hundred
Live and Die, 1984 (right),

which urges us variously to
“Eat and Live, Go and Die, Try
and Live, Sick and Die”. The
organisers (the Milwaukee Art
Museum) have secured this
spectacular loan from private
Japanese foundation Benesse
Art Site. The many other signif-
icant pieces from all over the
world compound the exhibi-
tion’s comprehensive feel. 

The only let-down is the
decision to “hide” his carniva-
lesque, cavorting figurative
neons in one x-rated room,
since their cartoonish depic-
tions of sex are absurdly simpli-

fied. Nauman said of his neons:
“I had the idea that I could
make art that would kind of dis-
appear, an art that was supposed
to not quite look like art.”
Since then his experiments in
the traditionally gaudy medium
of neon have generated a sub-
genre within contemporary art
practice, from Tracey Emin to
James Turrell. 

At Art Basel/Miami Beach,
Gemini GEL (F14), have sold a
number of prints by Nauman
(four types; each in an edition of
60) for $5,500 each.  
Ossian Ward

Bruce Nauman: lives and dies in light

� Best known for their lyrical
and subtly political work, artists
Allora & Calzadilla have taken
a new turn for their Moore
Space project, which opened
last night, installing a concrete-
grey fortification inside the
gallery as an anti-war statement.
“The war machine has its own
typologies of architecture,”
says Jennifer Allora. “And this
piece is a hybrid of the war
dwelling: there’s the bunker
and the cave, but also the ruins
left behind by war.”

From the structure’s turrets
point trumpets, not howitzers,
and a constant cacophony blares
forth at mind-numbingly high
volumes. “Instruments like trum-
pets were first developed as tools
of war to move soldiers,” points
out Allora. (Above, Japanese

Emperor Hirohito inspecting an
acoustic locator array.)

The noise emanating from the
bunker amalgamates dozens of
pieces of music that have been
used by the military, including
victory songs such as “Am Adolf
Hitler Platz”, Tchaikovsky’s
1812 overture, and pieces used
by US psy-ops teams for interro-
gating prisoners, such as Barney
the Dinosaur’s “I Love You”.

Stressing that the bunker is

not modelled on any particular
country’s border fortifications,
Guillermo Calzadilla explains:
“We used different aspects from
different bunkers in different
regions and different times in
history. So it’s a visual  montage
as well as an audio montage.” 

Lisson Gallery (E8) is offer-
ing two inkjet colour photo-
graphs with pencil pieces from
2004 by the artists for $6,750.
Marc Spiegler

� In the elite game of ABMB
everyone likes to feel included.
The Perpetual Art Machine
(PAM) at Scope Miami caters to
such a sentiment, inviting visitors
to curate their own video
programme from a database.
Videos can be searched by
keywords and two cinema-scale
projections then show 32 pieces

simultaneously, from which
single works can be selected and
played full size with audio (right).

All artists are welcome to
submit their work to the col -
lection at www.perpetualart
machine.com, which has
amassed a remarkable 1,000
videos from 100 countries. “It’s
Friendster for video artists,”
says Aaron Miller who collabo-
rates on the project with Lee
Wells, Raphaele Shirley and
Chris Borkowski. Unlike other
online video archives, such as
YouTube, PAM is exclusively
for the promotion of works of
art that carry a tone of “serious-

ness and investment”. 
Scope Miami has also provid-

ed the group with a stand (86),
where the progenitors of the
project have a selection of
pieces from the PAM archive
available for as little as $1,800. 
Mark Clintberg

Perpetual Art
Machine:
DIY show

� Inside the Aqua residential
complex is a new public work
by Guillermo Kuitca. In the
middle of a traffic roundabout,
the artist—who will represent
Argentina in next year’s Venice
Biennale—has created a plaza in
the shape of the island itself. 

His work often deals with
mapping and diagrams and here

he has embedded a blueprint of
the Aqua development into the
plaza’s pavement, which lies sev-
eral feet below ground and is
covered with a thin pool of water.
“I wanted to create the illusion
that the water is distorting the
map image, but the image itself
is actually distorted,” he says. 

Sperone Westwater (F11) has
sold two paintings by Mr
Kuitca: a 2004 map to the
Indianapolis Museum of Art for
$200,000; and a 1994 diagram
of the Metropolitan Opera
House to a Miami collector for
$135,000. 
Jason Edward Kaufman

Allora &
Calzadilla:
sonic warfare

Robert
Kusmirowski:
good health
� Visitors might be surprised at
Johnen+Schöttle’s stand (C9) by
the presence of a silent, sad man
dressed in simple worker’s garb
and with grubby bare feet,
standing beside a large “death”
photograph of a family gathered
around the corpse of a young girl. 

The man is the Polish artist
Robert Kusmirowski and the
photograph is of his family,

taken in Siberia in 1931, where
they were exiled. They are
standing in the wooden hut they
built with their hands; one of the
children in the picture is
Kusmirowski’s grandmother
and another is her sister. 

Every half hour, Kusmirowski
drinks some vodka which he
brewed himself, perhaps to
underline the self-reliance
forced on his family by the exile,
or possibly to survive in the very
different art fair environment.
The work, Ungut, 2006 (below),
is priced at €14,000/$18,500,
which also includes a bottle of
the Kusmirowski vodka.
Georgina Adam

Guillermo
Kuitca: wet
and dry art
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